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PreSharp Blades

Burton Mill Solutions' Simonds-brand PreSharp and Super7 blades give you an undeniable edge. Both blade types 
feature our unique square-faced edge which provides optimal tracking and a smooth, clean cut. These blades will 
help you push the limits of exceptional performance. 

Square-faced advantage
 
The secret to the PreSharp success is in the square-faced 
cutting edge design. Conventional blades channel dust to 
the side of the blade, which increases spillage. PreSharp 
blades, including the Super7, are designed to prevent this, 
delivering cleaner boards, increased production, and more 
money in your pocket.
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Saw 
Specifications Item #

1" OS Width x 0.035" Thickness
3/4" tooth space 5310035750

3/4" tooth space - dust 
notch 531003575DN

1" OS Width x 0.042" Thickness
3/4" tooth space 5310042750

1 1/4" Width x 0.035" Thickness
3/4" tooth space 5312535750
7/8" tooth space 5312535875

1 1/4" Width x 0.042" Thickness
3/4" tooth space 5312542750
7/8" tooth space 5312542875

3/4" tooth space - dust 
notch 531254275DN

1 1/2" Width x 0.042" Thickness 
7/8" tooth space 5315042875

1 1/2" Width x 0.050" Thickness 
7/8" tooth space 5315050875
1" tooth space 5315050100

Super7 1 1/2" OS Width x 0.055" Thickness 
7/8" tooth space 5315055875

2" OS Width x 0.042" Thickness

7/8" tooth space 5320042875

2" OS Width x 0.050" Thickness
1" tooth space 5320050100

Super7 2" OS Width x 0.055" Thickness

7/8" tooth space 5320055875

PreSharp Super7 blade 

If you're looking for an even sharper edge, consider 
the next evolution of narrow-kerf band saw blades, the 
PreSharp Super7. 

These feature a 7-degree tooth, increased gullet, 
slimmer back angle, and thicker blade (0.055) specifically 
designed to improve performance in extreme conditions, 
high production mills, and hard, exotic, or frozen wood 
milling and resaw applications.

Features 

• 7-degree tooth that cuts deeper and more smoothly 
in exceptionally hard, exotic, or frozen wood, 
improving performance and providing higher 
production rates

• Increased gullet capacity to pull more material and 
sawdust out of the cut for smoother sawing and 
cleaner boards

• Slim back angle for less blade material in the cut, 
decreasing friction and reducing heat

• Thicker blades (0.055) to improve durability and 
blade life for mills with a high hp (25+) motor

Digital Tension Gauge 
 
This affordable, easy-to-use bandsaw blade tensioning 
gauge provides a digital readout to the nearest half-
thousandth of an inch, with no finicky dial indicator 
needle to read. It's the perfect addition to your toolbox!

For more than a century, Burton Mill Solutions has been cultivating its network of 
products and services to meet your needs and help you to operate at the top of 
the industry. With our strategic family of product brands, we’re certain that we can 
provide you with the best quality tools and products to get the job done right.

12 Factories and Regional Distribution Centers to serve you better.

Ridgefield, WA • Springfield, OR • Little Rock, AR • West Monroe, LA
Northport, AL • Hampden, ME • Fitchburg, MA • Florence, SC
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